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SUMMARY

Arthritogenic alphaviruses, such as Chikungunya vi-
rus (CHIKV), cause severe and debilitating rheumatic
diseases worldwide, resulting in severe morbidity
and economic costs. Recently, MXRA8 was reported
as an entry receptor. Here, we present the crystal
structures of the mouse MXRA8, human MXRA8 in
complexwith the CHIKV E protein, and the cryo-elec-
tron microscopy structure of human MXRA8 and
CHIKV virus-like particle. MXRA8 has two Ig-like do-
mains with unique structural topologies. This recep-
tor binds in the ‘‘canyon’’ between two protomers of
the E spike on the surface of the virion. The atomic
details at the interface between the two binding en-
tities reveal that both the two domains and the hinge
region of MXRA8 are involved in interaction with
CHIKV E1-E2 residues from two protomers. Notably,
the stalk region of MXRA8 is critical for CHIKV virus
entry. This finding provides important information
regarding the development of therapeutic counter-
measures against those arthritogenic alphaviruses.

INTRODUCTION

Alphaviruses are a group of enveloped RNA viruses, which are

mainly transmitted by mosquitoes and which cause outbreaks
1714 Cell 177, 1714–1724, June 13, 2019 ª 2019 Elsevier Inc.
of many human and animal diseases; alphaviral manifestations

vary from fever or rash to significant inflammatory pathologies,

including encephalitis and severe arthritis (Chen et al., 2015;

Gao, 2018; Suhrbier et al., 2012). Encephalitic alphaviruses,

such as Eastern equine encephalitis virus (EEEV), Venezuelan

equine encephalitis virus (VEEV), and Western equine encepha-

litis virus (WEEV), are neuroinvasive and frequently cause

encephalitis (Ronca et al., 2016). In contrast, arthritogenic alpha-

viruses, such as Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), Ross River virus

(RRV), Mayaro virus (MAYV), and O’nyong-nyong virus (ONNV),

cause severe arthralgia (Mejı́a and López-Vélez, 2018). These vi-

ruses cause endemic diseases and occasionally trigger large ep-

idemics (Suhrbier et al., 2012). One of these, CHIKV, is a serious

disease in many tropical and subtropical countries throughout

the world; there was a recent CHIKV outbreak in Brazil (Gérardin

et al., 2018). The CHIKV infection is characterized by acute and

chronic symmetrical peripheral polyarthralgia-polyarthritis, and

severe diseases, even fatalities, have been reported in recent

outbreaks (Zanotto and Leite, 2018). However, no licensed vac-

cine or antiviral therapy is available (Zanotto and Leite, 2018).

Alphaviral invasions of susceptible cells are mediated by the

envelope (E) glycoproteins, which form icosahedral shells at

the virion surfaces (Sun et al., 2013). Like other alphaviruses,

CHIKV entry is mediated by two glycoproteins, E1 and E2, on

the surface of the virion; these glycoproteins, particularly E2,

are the main targets of the antibody response (Fox et al.,

2015). It is believed that the glycoprotein E2, derived from the

cellular furin cleavage of the p62 precursor into E3 and E2, is

responsible for receptor binding, while E1 is responsible for
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Figure 1. Overall Structure of the Ectodomain of Mouse MXRA8

(A) A schematic representation of the mouse MXRA8 (mMXRA8) protein.

Signal peptide (SP), transmembrane region (TM), and C-terminal cytoplasmic

tail domain (CT). The three disulfide bonds are highlighted in red.

(B) A cartoon representation of the ectodomain of mMXRA8. The secondary

structural elements are labeled, and the disulfide bonds are shown as orange

sticks.

(C) Superimposition of the D1 Ig domain of the mMXRA8 ectodomain with the

V-set CAR D1 Ig domain (PDB: 3J6N).

(D) Superimposition of the D2 Ig domain of the mMXRA8 ectodomain with the

V-set Nectin1 D1 Ig domain (PDB: 4FMF).

See also Figures S1 and S3 and Table S1.
membrane fusion (Voss et al., 2010). The newly synthesized p62

glycoproteins interact with E1 to form heterodimers, which sub-

sequently trimerize into a viral spike in the endoplasmic reticulum

(ER). The viral spike is then cleaved by furin to release E3 during

transportation from the acidic environment of the Golgi and the

early endosomes to the neutral pH environment of the cell sur-

face (Lescar et al., 2001). E3 may facilitate the formation of the

p62-E1 heterodimers and then prevent the premature exposure

of the E1 fusion loops due to fusogenic activation (Li et al., 2010;

Voss et al., 2010; Yap et al., 2017). Previous studies have

described the crystal structures of the p62-E1 heterodimer, the

mature E3-E2-E1 heterotrimer glycoprotein, and the Sindbis vi-

rus (SINV) E2-E1 heterodimer in acidic environments (Li et al.,

2010; Voss et al., 2010). These studies have provided important

insights into the organization of the E protein, into the acid-trig-

gered conformational change of the virus particle, and into the

built-in inhibition mechanism in the immature viral complex.
A recent study showed that multiple emerging arthritogenic al-

phaviruses, including CHIKV, RRV, MAYV, and ONNV, use

MXRA8 as a functional receptor (Zhang et al., 2018). How this re-

ceptor binds the envelope protein is the key question to be ad-

dressed in this study, which will be helpful for the development

of countermeasures against these viruses and the understand-

ing of the viral entry into the cells.

MXRA8, also called DICAM, ASP3, or limitrin, is an adhesion

molecule expressed on epithelial, myeloid, and mesenchymal

cells (Jung et al., 2008, 2012; Yonezawa et al., 2003). Sequence

alignment predicts that MXRA8 has two V-type Ig domains in its

ectodomain and may share homology with other adhesion mol-

ecules, including the junctional adhesion molecule (JAM), which

is a reovirus entry receptor (Barton et al., 2001), and the nectin1

molecule, a herpes simplex virus entry receptor (Geraghty et al.,

1998; Lu et al., 2014).

Here, we report the crystal structures of the free mouse

MXRA8 (mMXRA8) and the complex between human MXRA8

(hMXRA8) and the CHIKV E protein. We found that MXRA8

has two Ig-like domains that display unique structural topol-

ogies, different from those of the previously described two-

domain Ig-like molecules. Domain 1 (D1) is formed by two

discrete fragments, while the region between these two frag-

ments consists of the hinge region and domain 2 (D2); that is,

the linear protein sequence crosses the two domains. There-

fore, the two Ig-like domains are connected by two hinge loops,

as well as by an inter-domain disulfide bond. The binding mode

of MXRA8 to CHIKV E is also unique. MXRA8 binds in the

‘‘canyon’’ between two protomers of the E spike on the virion

surface, with the involvement of both the E1 and the E2 pro-

teins. The atomic details of the interface between the two bind-

ing entities reveal that the two domains and the MXRA8 hinge

region all interact with the CHIKV E1-E2 residues from two

protomers. The critical interactions observed in the complex

structure were further demonstrated by site-directed alanine-

scanning mutagenesis and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

experiments. In addition, we showed that the stalk region of

MXRA8 was necessary for efficient binding and entry. The iden-

tification of multiple binding interfaces for receptor-envelope

interaction might inform the development of novel vaccines

and broadly neutralizing antibodies. Our findings will help to

drive the development of powerful antiviral reagents against

arthritogenic alphaviruses.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of mMXRA8
Here, we constructed the ectodomains of both human and

mouse MXRA8 proteins into pET21a expression vectors. We

then produced soluble proteins by the refolding method (Figures

S1A and S1B) (Li et al., 2005). Both MXRA8 proteins exist as

monomers in solution (Figures S1C and S1D). The human and

mouse MXRA8 proteins share a sequence identity of about

80%. Subsequently, we crystallized and obtained diffracting

crystals for mMXRA8, and then determined its 2.4-Å-resolution

structure (Table S1). The structure shows that the mMXRA8

has two Ig-like domains. However, these two domains are ar-

ranged in a unique structural topology, different from all the other
Cell 177, 1714–1724, June 13, 2019 1715



Figure 2. The Complex Structure of CHIKV

E3-E2-E1 Glycoprotein Bound to Human

MXRA8

(A) An overall representation of the complex crystal

structure. Three CHIKV E3-E2-E1 molecules

forming the trimer spike are shown in surface

representation. The E1 domains of three mole-

cules are shown in light blue, cyan, and white. The

E2 domains are shown in salmon, green, and pale

blue. Only one E3 domain was observed in the

structure, which is shown here in lemon. The three

human MXRA8 (hMXRA8) molecules are shown in

a ribbon and are colored magenta, yellow-orange,

and sky blue (color names as given by PyMOL).

The 90� rotation on the right panel shows the top

view of the complex.

(B) Ribbon diagrams of one hMXRA8 molecule

binds to two E proteins in distinct binding modes.

The fusion loop of the E1 protein is highlighted in

yellow.

(C) Overall view of the cryo-EM complex structure

of hMXRA8 bound to the CHIKV VLP particle at a

resolution of 8.9 Å. E1 is shown in cyan, E2 is shown

in green, and hMXRA8 is shown in magenta. The

virion map is represented as a gray transparent

surface at the right panel. The hMXRA8 andCHIKV

E1-E2 complex fit well in the map, while hMXRA8

binds to the ‘‘canyon’’ region between two adja-

cent protomers in one spike. The E3 protein was

not apparent in the cryo-EM density map.

See also Figures S2, S3, and S4 and Table S1.
structure-known 2-Ig-like molecules. The D1 is formed by two

discrete fragments, while the region between these two frag-

ments is made up of the hinge region and D2 (i.e., the linear

protein sequences cross the two domains) (Figure 1A). The first

fragment of D1 (D1-I) contains three secondary elements, two

b strands (b1 and b2) and one 310 helix (h1), covering residues

from 23–58 (Figures 1A and 1B). The hinge region consists of

two loops, one formed by residues 59–69 and the other by resi-

dues 195–199, which is disordered in structure (Figures 1A and

1B). The D2 is formed by residues 70–194, including ten b

strands (b3–b12) and three 310 helices (h2, h3, and h4) (Figures

1A and 1B). The second fragment of D1 (D1-II) covers residues

200–291, containing seven b strands (b13–b19) and two 310
helices (h5 and h6) (Figures 1A and 1B). In addition to the ecto-

domain, the mMXRA8 also has a 48-residue stalk region, a

23-residue transmembrane region, and an 81-residue cyto-

plasmic tail (Figure 1A). A total of three disulfide bonds in the

mMXRA8 structure are defined. The first one is in D1, formed

by residues C53 and C271, and the second one is in D2, formed
1716 Cell 177, 1714–1724, June 13, 2019
by residues C136 and C185 (Figures 1A

and 1B). The third one is formed by

C143 (in D2) and C278 (in D1) near the

hinge region, whichmay limit the flexibility

of the hinge between the D1 and D2. This

structure is unique among other struc-

ture-known 2-Ig-like molecules (Figures

1A and 1B). Consistent with this observa-

tion, separate refolding of the two Ig-like
domains based on linear sequences according to the earlier pre-

diction studies (Jung et al., 2008, 2012; Yonezawa et al., 2003)

(hMXRA8-pD1, G25-G158; hMXRA8-pD2, P159-A292) did not

yield any soluble Ig-like proteins (Figures S1E and S1F).

Structural alignments on the Dali server (Holm and Rose-

nström, 2010) reveals that the structural fold of mMXRA8-D1

most closely resembles that of D1 from the Coxsackie and

adenovirus receptor (CAR) (Figure 1C), which is the primary

cellular receptor for group B coxsackie viruses and most of

the adenoviruses (Bewley et al., 1999). CAR D1 plays a crucial

role in adenoviral gene therapy (Kirby et al., 2000). By contrast,

the structural fold of mMXRA8-D2 most closely resembles that

of D1 from nectin1 (Lu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011) (Fig-

ure 1D), even though it has an extra region (h3 and b10).

MXRA8 can thus be considered an unconventional Ig-like mole-

cule receptor, with an unexpected structural topology and a

unique inter-domain assembly. However, the overall folds of

the MXRA8 domains are similar to those of other adhesion

molecules.



Table 1. Interaction between hMXRA8 and CHIKV E3-E2-E1

hMXRA8 Contactsa CHIKV Total Contacts

E2

D1-D2 hinge region (loop1) P57 5 D223 81

Q63 3, 14, 1, 8 H18 (1)b, S27 (1), C28, H29

D64 16, 6, 2 H26, S27 (1), C28

L66 1 C28

D68 3, 2 I121, H123

R69 15, 5 N72 (2), H123

D2 D76 1 T191 165

P84 3 D214

A85 2, 1, 2, 11 T191, V192, N193, D214 (1)

R86 2 N193

R87 5, 13 T179 (1), N193

D90 4 R119

Y92 4, 8, 14 D71 (1), N72 (1), R119

A94 2 I121

G95 5 R119

E96 14, 9 R119 (1), K120

Q97 1 R119

R98 5, 6, 3, 5, 8 D71, M74 (1), P75 (1), A76, R119

Y100 1, 2 M74, N193

H140 10, 1 T179, M181

H142 1, 3 R178, T179

H145 7 R178 (1)

Y147 1, 11 M181, S182 (1)

E1

D1-D2 hinge region (loop1) Q55 3 D97 (1) 25

V60 2 F87

T62 3, 8 G227, Y87

Q63 1 G227

R65 6, 2 W89 (2), G91

D1 D248 4 A226 35

E251 5, 2, 3, 3 A226 (1), G227, Y85, F87

R252 4, 5, 7, 2 G83 (1), V84 (1), Y85, D97 (1)

E20

D2 D116 9 W64 (1) 9

D1-D2 hinge region (loop2) R196 6 W64 17

H197 1, 6 S159, T160

V198 1 S159

E199 2 Q158

Q202 1 V157

D1 S228 7, 10 V264, T265 (1) 34

G229 5 T265 (1)

E230 10, 2 N263 (2), NAG

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

hMXRA8 Contactsa CHIKV Total Contacts

E10

D1 L237 4 E39 25

F238 1, 2, 5 S130, T145, T147

R240 4, 4 N264 (1), P265

D241 5 K132 (1)
aNumbers represent the number of atom-to-atom contacts between the hMXRA8 residues and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 residues, which were analyzed by the

contact program in CCP4 suite (the distance cutoff is 4.5 Å).
bNumbers in the parentheses represent the number of potential hydrogen bonds between the hMXRA8 residues and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 residues.
Overall Structure of the hMXRA8 and CHIKV E Complex
We expressed and obtained the CHIKV E3-E2-E1 protein com-

plex as previously reported (Figure S1G) (Voss et al., 2010).

The crystal screen with the complexes between hMXRA8 and

the E3-E2-E1 protein yielded some diffracting crystals. The

structure was determined by molecular replacement (MR), using

the above-described mMXRA8 structure and the previously re-

ported CHIKV E structure (Voss et al., 2010) as models. The final

complex structure was determined to a resolution of 3.49 Å

(Table S1), and the E3-E2-E1 homotrimer complexed with three

hMXRA8 molecules was observed in one asymmetric unit of the

structure (Figure 2A). Only one protomer (representing one E3-

E2-E1 or E2-E1) in the homotrimer has clear electronic density
1718 Cell 177, 1714–1724, June 13, 2019
for E3, and the other two E3s are disordered in the structure.

The hMXRA8 and E3-E2-E1 proteins interact with each other in

a 3:3 binding mode (Figure 2A). Three hMXRA8 proteins bind

to the trimeric spike, and each hMXRA8 interacts with two adja-

cent protomers with distinct binding sites (Figures 2A and 2B).

For one protomer, the D2 and the hinge region of hMXRA8

bind to domain A and domain B of E2, whereas the D1 and the

first hinge loop of hMXRA8 bind to the fusion loop (FL) and

domain II of the E1 molecule. For the other protomer, the D1,

D2, and second hinge loop of hMXRA8 bind to arch1, arch2,

and domain A of the E2 molecule, and the D1 of hMXRA8 binds

to domain I and domain II of the E1 molecule (Figure 2B). E3

is not involved in hMXRA8 binding. We also determined the
Figure 3. Contact Residues at the Binding

Interface

(A) Contact residues of the binding interface in the

hMXRA8 protein.

(B) Contact residues of the binding interface in the

CHIKV E proteins.

(C) Detailed interactions between hMXRA8 hinge

loop 1 and CHIKV E2 domain A.

(D) Detailed interactions between hMXRA8 D2 and

CHIKV E2 domain A.

(E) Detailed interactions between hMXRA8 D1 and

CHIKV E1 fusion loop.

See also Figures S5 and S6.



Figure 4. Structural Comparison of CHIKV E1 FLwith andwithout Its

Receptor hMXRA8 Aligned Based on the E1 Domain

The FL of CHIKV E1 (light blue) bound to hMXRA8 (magenta) is highlighted in

yellow, and the CHIKV E1 apo (PDB: 3N41) (Voss et al., 2010) is colored gray.

Residue W89 in E1 FL region forms two potential hydrogen bond interactions

with R65 in the hinge loop of hMXRA8. The side chain of residue W89 in the FL

region rotates against MXRA8 after binding.
cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structure of the hMXRA8

complex with CHIKV virus-like particles (VLPs) at a resolution

of 8.9 Å (Figures S2A and S2B). The hMXRA8 and CHIKV

E1-E2 complex fit well in the map, and hMXRA8 binds to the

‘‘canyon’’ region between two adjacent protomers in one spike

(Figures 2C and S2C). The E3 protein was not apparent in the

cryo-EM density map, which is consistent with the previously re-

ported CHIKV VLP cryo-EM structures (Sun et al., 2013). We also

analyzed the crystal packing of MXRA8 molecules in our crystal

structure and found that the weak interaction from crystal pack-

ing will not influence the orientation of binding MXRA8 (Figures

S2D–S2H). This result is consistent with our cryo-EM structure

that has the same binding orientation.

Multiple Interfaces between hMXRA8 and CHIKV E
We then further analyzed the binding details at the interfaces

between the CHIKV E protein and hMXRA8. We found that 43

amino acids from hMXRA8 were involved in the interaction

(Table 1). Over half of these residues are hydrophilic amino

acids (polar or charged), indicating the binding of CHIKV E to

hMXRA8 is dominated by polar contacts. hMXRA8 binds to

two E3-E2-E1 protomers with a buried area of 2,181 Å2. The

major interaction is made by the E2 molecule in one protomer

with a buried area of 1,176 Å2 and 62.9% of atom-to-atom con-

tacts, while the E1 molecule in one promoter, as well as the E20

and E10 molecules in the other protomer (representing E0),
contribute less binding (380 Å2, 388 Å2, and 237 Å2, respec-

tively) (Table 1). Residues (Q63, D64, and R69) in the hinge re-

gion and residues (A85, R87, Y92, E96, R98, and Y100) in the

D2 region of hMXRA8 are predominantly involved in E2 binding

(Figure 3A; Table 1). Residues (T62 and R65) in the hinge region
and residues (D248, E251, and R252) in the D1 region of

hMXRA8 are involved in E1 binding. By contrast, E20 and E10

molecules in the other protomer bind to another side of

hMXRA8 with minor interactions, including the residues in the

hinge region and D1. Notably, residues Q63, D64, and R69 in

the hinge region of hMXRA8, as well as residues Y92, E96,

and R98 in the D2 region, form multiple potential hydrogen

bond interactions with residues in CHIKV E2 domain A (Figures

3C and 3D; Table 1). The hMXRA8 also interacts with the FL re-

gion (residues G83, V84, Y85, F87, W89, G91, and D97), and

the domain II (residues A226, G227, and T228) of E1 (Figures

3E and S3B). Residues E251 and R252, in the D1 region of

hMXRA8, participate in potential hydrogen bond interactions

with amino acids in the E1 FL region (Figure 3E). Clearly, the re-

ceptor-binding sites on the E proteins identified here, in our

complex structure, are more abundant than those (including

domain A and domain B of the E2 protein) previously identified

by neutralizing antibody mapping (Figure 3B) (Fox et al., 2015;

Long et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2013). This in-

dicates that there is plenty of scope for future research on

neutralization antibody identification. Overall, the virus-receptor

engagement is dominated by the polar contacts mediated by

the hydrophilic residues with multiple binding sites, and the

interface is enlarged by the 3:3 binding mode to enhance the

viral attachment.

A previous mutagenesis mapping study demonstrated that

amino acids in the A and B domains of E2 contribute to the inter-

action between CHIKV and MXRA8; it was suggested that

MXRA8 might bind to the surface-exposed region of the E2 pro-

tein (Zhang et al., 2018). Our study expands this view of the bind-

ing mode and interface. We also showed that residues W64,

D71, and I121 in the E2 A domain, initially identifiedwithmapping

experiments (Zhang et al., 2018), are located in the binding sites

(Figure 3B).

Comparisons between unbound CHIKV-E (Voss et al., 2010)

and hMXRA8-bound CHIKV-E indicated that the overall folds

of E1 and E2 are similar, with no apparent substantial confor-

mational changes. Indeed, the root-mean-square deviation

(RMSD) of E1 was 0.833 Å (for 374 Ca atoms) and of E2

was 0.978 Å (for 363 Ca atoms). The E1 FL region shifted

only slightly after binding. We observed a conformational

change in the side chain of residue W89 in the FL region after

binding to MXRA8 (Figure 4). We also compared the struc-

tures of mMXRA8 and hMXRA8 and found that the inter-

domain angle of D1-D2 shifted 15� between mMXRA8 and

hMXRA8 (Figure S4A), although each domain maintained

similar folds. As no apo hMXRA8 structure is yet available, it

is unclear whether the conformational change occurs when

this molecule binds to CHIKV E. We speculate that MXRA8

has flexibility of the inter-domain angle because of the two

hinge loops, but the flexibility is limited due to the inter-

domain disulfide bond.

A previous study has revealed that MXRA8 can bind to

CHIKV, ONNV, RRV, MAYV, and Barmah Forest virus (BFV),

and can partially interact with Semliki Forest virus (SFV), but

cannot bind to SINV and VEEV (Zhang et al., 2018). Here, we

analyzed the binding sites in the CHIKV E proteins based on

the sequence alignment with these eight alphaviruses. We
Cell 177, 1714–1724, June 13, 2019 1719



Figure 5. Binding Affinities between MXRA8 and Alphavirus E Proteins and Mutagenesis

(A–D) Specific interactions between human or mouse MXRA8 and E proteins from different alphaviruses, including CHIKV and ONNV characterized by SPR

(A, hMXRA8 to CHIKV E; B, mMXRA8 to CHKV E; C, hMXRA8 to ONNV E; D, mMXRA8 to ONNV E). The indicated E proteins were captured on the chip im-

mobilized with anti-His tag antibodies and tested for binding with gradient concentrations of MXRA8 (1.25 mM, 2.5 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, and 20 mM) in single cycle

mode. The binding profiles are shownwith time (s) on the x axis and response units (RU) on the y axis. The black dotted curves were obtained by fitting data to the

1:1 binding model (BIAcore T100 Evaluation software). KD values shown are the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments.

(E–M) SPR assay showing the binding between different hMXRA8 mutant proteins (E) Q63A, (F) D64A, (G) R69A, (H) Y92A, (I) E96A, (J) R98A, (K)

E227A/R228A, (L) C144S/C279S, (M) C144A/C279A, and the CHIKV E3-E2-E1 protein. The concentrations of mutant MXRA8s were the same as that of the

(legend continued on next page)
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found that the residues at positions 18, 23, 76, 159, 160, and

178 in the E2 molecule are important for its differential binding

capacities to MXRA8 (Figure S5). The side-chain characteris-

tics of these residues are partially changed in SFV but are

dramatically changed in SINV and VEEV (Figure S5). Zhang

et al. (2018) also reported strain-to-strain variation on

MXRA8-dependence for cellular entry, indicating that some

strains like LR2006 can enter MXRA8 knockout cells because

of heparan sulfate binding activity. We then analyzed the

binding sites of representative CHIKV strains: 05-115,

119067, 181-25, LR2006, and AF15561 (Figure S6). Most of

the receptor-binding residues are conserved, except residues

at positions 145 and 226 in the E1 molecule, and residues at

positions 72, 74, 157, 182, and 264 in the E2 molecule. Interest-

ingly, the single mutation A226V may be associated with adap-

tation and enhanced transmission by the mosquito Aedes

albopictus in the regions where Aedes aegypti is absent

(Arias-Goeta et al., 2013). Future studies should investigate

whether these variations in receptor-binding sites have biolog-

ical functions or alter pathogenesis.

We tested the binding affinities of the CHIKV E protein to the

hMXRA8 or mMXRA8 by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

method and found that the binding affinities are similar between

hMXRA8 and mMXRA8, ranging in micromolar levels (6.02 ±

0.39 mM versus 3.50 ± 0.86 mM) (Figures 5A and 5B). For the

ONNV E protein, the values of the binding affinity to hMXRA8

and mMXRA8 are 13.7 ± 6.85 mM and 10.24 ± 7.55 mM (Figures

5C and 5D), respectively, which are slightly weaker than that of

the CHIKV E protein. The binding affinities are lower than those

(z200 nM) observed in the binding between VLPs andmMXRA8

(Zhang et al., 2018), which might be due to increased binding

avidity with the multiple E spikes on the surface of VLPs.

Mutagenesis of the Key Interaction Residues
In order to investigate the role of the above-described key resi-

dues involved in interactions between CHIKV E and its receptor,

we performed site-directed mutagenesis and subsequent SPR

experiments (Figures 5 and S7). We tested the contributions of

residues Q63, D64, R69, Y92, E96, R98, E227, and R228 to the

hMXRA8 binding of CHIKV E. These residues are key interacting

residues of MXRA8, with high contact numbers and potential

hydrogen bond interactions with CHIKV E (Figure 3; Table 1).

Of note, single substitutions of Q63, D64, and E96 with alanine

(A), and double substitution with E227A/R228A, slightly reduced

the binding affinity for the CHIKV E interaction (Figures 5E, 5F, 5I

and 5K); single-substitution of Y92A partially reduced the binding

(Figure 5H). However, single substitutions of R69A and R98A

completely abolished the binding (Figures 5G, 5H, and 5J).

Notably, we found that the loss of the inter-domain disulfide

bond in hMXRA8 (C144A/C279A or C144S/C279S) disrupted

the binding to CHIKV E, indicating that this disulfide bond is
hMXRA8 wild-type protein, except for (G) R69A, (H) Y92A, and (J) R98A, for whic

detection.

(N) SPR assay showing binding between different hMXRA8 mutant proteins an

response units on a CM5 chip using standard amine coupling chemistry, and C

The data were analyzed with BIAcore 3000 Evaluation software (GE Healthcare).

See also Figure S7.
essential to stabilizing the conformation of hMXRA8 D1, D2,

and its hinge region to allow CHIKV E binding (Figures 5L and

5M). In addition, we also tested the binding of hMXRA8 mutants

to CHIKV VLP using SPR, and showed that the single-substitu-

tions of R69A and R98A, as well as inter-domain disulfide bond

disruption, completely abolished virion binding (Figure 5N).

This is consistent with the binding between hMXRA8 mutants

and the CHIKV E protein.

The Stalk Region of MXRA8
As a type I transmembrane protein, MXRA8 differs from other

proteins due to its unique domain organization. The N-terminal

D1, which is thought to be the domain most distal from the cell

surface proteins (e.g., JAM), is the most membrane-proximal

domain in MXRA8 (Figure 6A). Notably, MXRA8 D1 penetrates

deeply into the ‘‘canyon’’ of the CHIKV spike in our complex

structure. We propose that the 48-residue-long stalk region is

sufficiently long and flexible to allow the virus spike protein to

bind in such a manner, and to play a role in CHIKV entry (Fig-

ure 6B). We designed four different truncations and two different

replacements (D48, D33, D25, D29, A2S, and A2T) (Figure 6A), to

study the biological function of the stalk region of hMXRA8. The

D48 and D33 truncations greatly affect the correct anchoring of

hMXRA8 on the cell membrane, as compared with the wild

type and the other truncations (Figure 6C). This indicated that

the N-terminal loop of the stalk region is important for the surface

expression of hMXRA8. We then used flow cytometry to test

whether these truncations or replacements affected CHIKV

trimeric E protein binding and infectivity. We showed that CHIKV

trimeric E protein did not bind to any hMXRA8 mutant-overex-

pressing 293T cells, except wild type (Figure 6D). Consistent

with this observation, 293T cells expressing different truncations

or replacements are not infected with CHIKV (Figure 6E). These

results demonstrated that the stalk region of MXRA8 is critical for

CHIKV virus entry.

In conclusion, our study provides important structural insight

into how CHIKV interacts with its receptor, MXRA8. MXRA8

binds in the ‘‘canyon’’ between two protomers of the E trimeric

spike on the virion surface via multiple binding interfaces; both

the Ig-like domains and the hinge region of MXRA8 are involved.

Of note, the stalk region ofMXRA8 is necessary for efficient bind-

ing and entry. The unique binding mode is different from those

observed for other viruses, including the reovirus, coxsackie

virus, adenovirus, herpes simplex virus, measles virus, and

HIV-1; all of these viruses bind to the most distal domain of the

Ig-like molecules (the N-terminal) (Bewley et al., 1999; Kirchner

et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2013).

These findings increase our knowledge of the viral entry

mechanism of enveloped viruses and may help drive the devel-

opment of powerful antiviral reagents against the arthritogenic

alphaviruses.
h five concentrations (5 mM, 10 mM, 20 mM, 40 mM, and 80 mM) were used for

d the CHIKV VLP. MXRA8 or the mutant proteins were immobilized to 3,000

HIKV VLP was then injected at a concentration of 100 mg/mL in PBST buffer.
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Figure 6. The Stalk Region of MXRA8 Is Critical Both for Cell Surface Expression and for CHIKV Entry

(A) Schematic overview of the hMXRA8 protein and its 48-amino acid-residue-long flexible stalk region. The amino acid sequence of the hMXRA8 stalk region

from E293 to Q340 is shown. The potential N-glycosylation site and O-glycosylation sites in this region are marked with a red diamond and with blue circles,

respectively. The flexibility and space conferred by the 48-amino acid-residue-long stalk region allow two different conformations to be displayed on the cell

surface, where D2 is either distal or proximal to the membrane. MXRA8mutants with truncated stalk regions can only maintain the first conformation (right panel).

Different truncations, including four deletion variants (D48, D33, D25, and D29), were constructed. The deleted amino acid ranges are indicated with dots. The

whole stalk region of hMXRA8 was also replaced with the stalk region of the HLA-A2 protein (named hMXRA8-HLA-A2-stalk [A2S]). Alternatively, the hMXRA8

stalk region, TM, and CT were also replaced with the corresponding parts of HLA-A2 (named hMXRA8-HLA-A2-tail [A2T]).

(B) Themodel ofMXRA8 on the cell surface bound to theCHIKV E protein. The length of eachmembrane-proximal stalk of CHIKV E1, E2, orMXRA8 is indicated by

dotted lines. The distances measured between the C-terminal ends to the top of MXRA8 are shown on the left, indicating the stalk region must be at least 25 aa in

length in order to maintain this binding conformation.

(C) Expression levels of hMXRA8 and its different truncations on the cell surfaces of transiently transfected 293T cells were determined via flow cytometry.MXRA8

proteins were expressed by fusing with the C-terminal DsRed protein, and an anti-hMXRA8 monoclonal antibody (mAb) (MBL) was used for surface staining.

Fluorescence was measured using FACSAriaIII, and DsRed-positive cells were analyzed using FlowJo 7.6.1. Results shown represent three experiments.

(D) CHIKV-E protein staining in 293T cells transiently transfected with hMXRA8 and its different truncations, as determined with flow cytometry. Cells were

incubated with the CHIKV-E trimer protein fused with StrepTag II tag at a concentration of 10 mg/mL. The percentage of CHIKV-E protein staining positive cells in

DsRed-positive cells were analyzed using FlowJo 7.6.1. Results show representatives of three experiments. Relative binding was normalized to wild-type

MXRA8. Experiments were performed in quintuplicate, and the data are reported as mean ± SD (n = 5, multiple t tests with a Holm-Sidak correction compared to

wild type). ****p < 0.0001.

(E) hMXRA8 and its different truncations were transiently transfected into 293T cells, which were then infected with CHIKV-181/25 at MOI 1 and stained for E2

protein. The percentage of CHIKV E2-positive cells in DsRed-positive cells was determined with FlowJo 7.6.1. Results represent three experiments. Relative

infection was normalized to wild-type MXRA8. Experiments were performed in sextuplicate, and the data are reported as mean ± SD (n = 6, multiple t tests with a

Holm-Sidak correction compared to wild type). ****p < 0.0001.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cells and virus
Vero (ATCC CCL-81), HEK293T (ATCC CRL-3216) cells were cultured at 37�C in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium (DMEM) sup-

plemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). CHIKV-181/25 strain (Mainou et al., 2013) was propagated in Vero cells and titrated by

standard plaque assays.

METHOD DETAILS

Gene cloning, expression and protein purification
The DNA encoding the Ig-like domain of mMXRA8 (residues S22–T291, Genbank: NP_077225) and the human MXRA8-2 isoform

(hMXRA8, residues G25–A292, Genbank: NP_115724) were separately cloned into the pET21a vector (Novagen) with NdeI and

XhoI restriction sites and transformed into Escherichia coli (E. coli) strain BL21 (DE3) for protein expression. The predicted

hMXRA8-pD1 (residues G25–G159) and hMXRA8-pD2 (residues P160–A292) plasmids were constructed in the same way. The in-

clusion bodies of the recombinant proteins were purified and refolded as described, with some modifications (Li et al., 2005;

Song et al., 2016). Briefly, aliquots of inclusion bodies were diluted dropwise in an agitating refolding buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl,
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2 mM EDTA, 400 mM L-arginine, 0.5 mM oxidized glutathione and 5 mM reduced glutathione, pH 8.0) for 8 h at 4�C. The refolded

protein was concentrated and buffer-exchanged using an Amicon� 8400 concentrator to the solution containing 20 mM Tris-HCl

and 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0. Subsequently, the proteins were further purified by gel-filtration chromatography in the same exchange

buffer aforementioned on a HiLoad� 16/600 Superdex� 75 pg column (GE Healthcare). The eligible peak fractionated proteins were

concentrated for further study or crystallization. The mutant hMXRA8 plasmids were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis, for

which the identified residues involved in CHIKV E3-E2-E1 binding were mutated separately (Q63A; D64A; R69A; Y92A; E96A; R98A;

E227A/R228A; C144A/C279A; C144S/C279S).

We produced the recombinant p62-E1 proteins with the Bac-to-Bac baculovirus expression system (Invitrogen) (Zhang et al.,

2010). The coding sequences for CHIKV p62-E1 (GenBank: ABN04188), ONNV p62-E1 (GenBank: AF079456) were individually

cloned into amodified pFastbac Dual Plasmid (Invitrogen) under the control of polyhedrin promoter (Xu et al., 2016). We placed green

fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of P10 promoter to visualize its expression. A 20-residue linker, of sequence (GGGGS)4
connected the C terminus of the p62 ectodomain to the N terminus of E1, thus bypassing the p62 transmembrane region and the

6K protein. The actual construct contained amino acids 1–405 of p62 (the last one corresponding to E2 residue 341) and 1–412 of

E1 (that is, all of the ectodomain, stopping right at the beginning of the transmembrane segment of E1). For each construct, the

separately-authentic p62 signal sequence was used, and the Twin-Strep-tag� II was placed in front of the hexa-His tag were added

to the C terminus to facilitate further purification processes. Recombinant pFastbac Dual plasmids were used to transform

DH10BacTM E. coli (Invitrogen). Transfection and virus amplification were conducted with sf9 cells, and the recombinant proteins

were expressed in High Five cells (Invitrogen) for 2 days. The secreted proteins were the mature E3-E2-E1 complexes, resulting

from maturation of p62 by presumably-furin-like enzyme. Soluble E proteins were recovered from cell supernatants by metal affinity

chromatography using a HisTrap HP 5 mL column (GE Healthcare) and then purified by another round of affinity chromatography

using a StrepTrap HP 5 mL column (GE Healthcare). For crystallization, the proteins were further purified by gel-filtration chromatog-

raphy using a HiLoad� 16/600 Superdex� 200 pg column (GE Healthcare) with a running buffer of 20 mM Tris-HCl and 150 mMNaCl

(pH 8.0).

Full-length cDNA of the heavy chain and light chain of CHK-265 antibody (Pal et al., 2013; Fox et al., 2015) were synthesized and

inserted into the pCAGGS vector respectively for generation of IgG and then expressed in 293T cells and purified by conventional

methods. Soluble IgG was harvested from the culture supernatants by Protein G affinity chromatography (GE Healthcare) and sub-

sequently purified by gel filtration on a HiLoad� 16/600 Superdex� 200 pg column (GE Healthcare) in PBS buffer.

Crystallization, data collection and structure determination
Crystallization trials were set upwith commercial crystallization kits (Hampton Research andMolecular Dimensions) using the sitting-

drop vapor-diffusion method. Normally, 0.8 mL protein with corresponding concentrations was mixed with 0.8 mL reservoir solution.

The resultant drop was then sealed, equilibrating against 90 mL reservoir solution at 4 or 18�C. Diffractable crystals of mMXRA8 were

obtained in 0.1 M BICINE pH 8.5, 15% w/v Polyethylene glycol 1,500 at 18�C. The MXRA8 and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 complex was

prepared by mixing in a 1:1 or 2:1 molar ratio and incubated on ice for 5 hours before concentrated to 10 mg/ml using a membrane

concentrator with a molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa (Millipore). The mixture was then directly set up the crystallization trials. High

quality MXRA8 and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 complex crystals were obtained in 1M Ammomium phophate dibasic, 0.1M sodium acetate pH

4.5 with a protein concentration of 10 mg/ml. The complex crystals were further optimized and higher levels of diffraction were finally

obtained under the condition containing 0.8M Ammomium phophate dibasic, 0.1M sodium acetate pH 6.0.

Crystals were flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen after a brief soak in reservoir solution with the addition of 20% (v/v) glycerol. X-ray

diffraction data were collected under cryogenic conditions (100K) at Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The mMXRA8

datasets were collected at BL17U1, while the hMXRA8 and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 complex datasets were collected at BL19U1. The data

were indexed, integrated, and scaled with HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). The structures of mMXRA8 was determined by

the molecular replacement method using Phaser (Read, 2001) with an Ig like molecule (PDB : 3TT3). The final dataset of hMXRA8

and CHIKV E3-E2-E1 used for structure determination were merged by nine individual crystal diffraction datasets. The complex

structure was further determined by the refined mMXRA8 structure and the previously reported CHIKV E structure (PDB: 3N40).

The atomic models were completed with COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and refined with phenix.refine in Phenix (Adams

et al., 2010), and the stereochemical qualities of the final models were assessed with MolProbity (Williams et al., 2018). Data collec-

tion, processing, and refinement statistics are summarized in Table S1. All structural figures were generated using PyMOL software

(https://pymol.org/2/).

Expression and purification of CHIKV virus-like particles (VLP)
The full-length genes encoding the CHIKV capsid protein and enveloped protein (strain 119067; GenBank: APA34057) were synthe-

sized and cloned into the pCAGGS plasmid. The VLP expression plasmid was then transfected into 293T cells. At 72 hours post

transfection, the supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 10,0003 g for 1 h to remove cells and other debris. Initial purification

was carried out by ultracentrifugation through a 30% (w/v) sucrose cushion using a type 45Ti rotor at 80,000 g for 1 h at 4�C. The
crude virus was resuspended in PBS (phosphate buffered saline; pH 7.4), and loaded into a discontinuous sucrose gradient

(20%–60% w/v) for further purification via centrifugation, using a Beckmann SW41 rotor at 100,0003 g at 4�C for 8 h. The fractions

containing the CHIKV VLP were collected and concentrated in PBS. The virus band was extracted from the gradient using a syringe.
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The sample was then buffer-exchanged to PBS buffer and concentrated using an Amicon Ultra-6 100 kDa cutoff centrifugal concen-

trator (Millipore).

Cryo-EM sample preparation and data collection
To obtain the CHIKV VLP andMXRA8 complex, the excess MXRA8 was incubated with purified CHIKV VLP at 4�C for 6 hours before

freezing. For Cryo-EM specimen preparation, 4 mL of the CHIKV VLP-MXRA8 complex was transferred onto a glow-discharged ul-

trathin carbon-coated copper grid, allowed to stand for 60 s, blotted for 3 s with filter paper, and plunged into liquid ethane using the

FEI Vitrobot Mark IV. Cryo-EM datasets were collected at 300 kV with a Titan Krios microscope (FEI), equipped with a direct electron

detector (K2 Summit, Gatan). Movies (32 frames, total dose 40e Å�2) were recorded with a defocus between �1.0 and �3.0 mm in

super-resolution countingmode using SerialEM (Mastronarde, 2005) at a calibratedmagnification of 37,0273, resulting in a pixel size

of 1.35 Å.

Image Processing
Micrographs were corrected for beam-induced drift using MOTIONCORR (Li et al., 2013). We manually selected 28,997 particles

from 2904 micrographs using e2boxer.py (Tang et al., 2007). The initial contrast transfer function (CTF) parameters were estimated

with CTFFIND4 (Rohou and Grigorieff, 2015). All of the subsequent image processing and reconstruction steps were handled in

Relion-1.4 (Scheres, 2012). Briefly, images with a binning factor of 4 were pooled for 2D classification to remove the heterogeneous

particles, which yielded poor 2D class average images. A clean dataset with 10,988 particles from good 2D classes was selected and

subjected to further 3D classification using the Cryo-EMmap of CHIKV VLP (EM Data Bank: EMD-5577), low-pass filtered to 60 Å as

the initial model. Among the four 3D classes, a predominant class showed the best structural features and the highest accuracy of

particle alignment. This class contained a subset of 1,596 best particles. The coordinates for these particles were exported in order to

extract the full-size images for final reconstruction. The resultingmap had a resolution of 8.9 Å, as shown by a Fourier shell correlation

curve, with a cutoff value of 0.143 (Figure S2).

Model fitting
The Cryo-EM structure of CHIKV VLP (EM Data Bank: EMD-5577) was initially fitted into the resulting density map with Chimera

(Pettersen et al., 2004); the structure was well correlated with the map. Subsequently, the atomic structure of the hMXRA8-CHIKV

E1-E2 complex was further fitted into the map, and showed a high degree of matching. The E3 protein was not apparent in the

cryoEM density map, consistent with previously described CHIKV VLP cryoEM structures (Sun et al., 2013).

Surface staining of MXRA8 mutants
The DNA encoding the full-length human MXRA8-2 isoform (Genbank: AB052096) was cloned into the pLVX-DsRed-Monomer-N1

(Clonetech), with EcoRI and BamHI restriction sites, to express the MXRA8 protein fused with the C-terminal DsRed protein. Six

different stalk region truncation mutants [hMXRA8-D25, hMXRA8-D29, hMXRA8-D33, hMXRA8-D48, hMXRA8-HLA-A2-stalk

(A2S), and hMXRA8-HLA-A2-tail (A2T)] were separately constructed using the overlapping PCR method, cloned into the pLVX-

DsRed-Monomer-N1 plasmid, and transformed into E. coli strain DH5a for amplification.

We plated 2 3 105 cells per well in a 24-well plate 24 h before the experiment. Then, 293T cells were transiently transfected with

plasmids of hMXRA8 or its mutants for surface staining. At 48 h post-transfection, cells were collected and stained with 2 mg/ml anti-

hMXRA8mAb (MBL) for 30 minutes. After washing twice with PBS, anti-mIgG/FITC (Zsbio) was added and incubated for 30 minutes.

Fluorescence was measured using FACSAriaIII and analyzed using FlowJo 7.6.1 (https://www.flowjo.com/).

Cell-based CHIKV-E protein binding assay
We used 293T cells, transiently transfected with plasmids of hMXRA8 and its mutants, for the binding test. At 48 h post-transfection,

cells were collected and incubated with 10 mg/mL of the CHIKV-E trimer protein fused with the StrepTag II tag for 30 minutes. After

washing twice with PBS, mouse-derived StrepTag II mab (Bioeasytech) was added and incubated for 30 minutes. After washing

twice, anti-mIgG/FITC (Zsbio) was added and incubated for 30 minutes. After washing, fluorescence was measured using

FACSAriaIII. The percentage of CHIKV-E protein staining positive cells in DsRed-positive cells were analyzed using FlowJo 7.6.1.

The column chart was generated with GraphPad Prism6.

Viral infection assay
We plated 2 3 105 cells per well in a 24-well plate 24 h before conducting the experiment. Then, 293T cells were transiently trans-

fected with plasmids of hMXRA8 and its mutants. At 48 h post-transfection, cells were incubated with CHIKV-181/25 at MOI 1. After

1 h of adsorption, 500 mL of DMEM with 2% fetal bovine serum was exchanged in each well, and cells were cultured for 9.5 h. Next,

infected cells were collected using trypsin, then fixed and permeabilized using fixation and permeabilization solution (BD Biosci-

ences) at 4�C for 30 minutes. Cells were then stained with 5 mg/mL CHK-265 antibody diluted with PBS (Pal et al., 2013) at 4�C
for another 30 minutes. Cells were washed twice with 13 Perm/Wash buffer (BD Biosciences) and then stained with anti-mIgG/FITC
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(Zsbio), diluted 1:200 in PBS, at 4�C for 30 minutes. After washing, fluorescence was measured using FACSAriaIII. The percentage

of CHIKV E2 positive cells in DsRed-positive cells were analyzed using FlowJo 7.6.1 and the column chart was generated using

GraphPad Prism6.

SPR analysis
The SPR analysis of affinity between CHIKV-E and MXRA8 was performed using a BIAcore T100 with CM5 chips (GE Healthcare)

linked with anti-his antibody at 25�C. All of the proteins used for SPR analysis were buffer-exchanged to PBST (10 mM Na2HPO4;

2mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4; 137 mM NaCl; 2.7 mM KCl; 0.005% Tween 20). CHIKV-E monomer and trimer proteins were separately

captured by the anti-his antibody. The MXRA8 proteins were serially diluted. hMXRA8, mMXRA8, hMXRA8-Q63A, hMXRA8-

D64A, hMXRA8-E96A, hMXRA8-E227A/R228A, hMXRA8-C144A/C279A, and hMXRA8-C144S/C279S were injected at concentra-

tions of 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mM. hMXRA8-R69A, hMXRA8-Y92A, and hMXRA8-R98A were loaded at concentrations of 5, 10,

20, 40, and 80 mM. The analytes were then used to flow over the chip surface, with the response units measured at single cycle.

The binding kinetics were analyzed using 1:1 binding model with BIAcore T100 Evaluation software, version 2.0.1 (GE Healthcare).

No obvious binding differences between the CHIKV-E monomer and trimer proteins were observed.

The interactions between MXRA8 or its mutants and CHIKV VLP were measured using a BIAcore T100. MXRA8 or its mutant pro-

teins were immobilized to 3000 response units on a CM5 chip using standard amine coupling chemistry. We then injected 100 mg/ml

CHIKV VLP in PBST. The data were analyzed with BIAcore 3000 Evaluation (GE Healthcare).

Biochemical characterization of MXRA8 proteins
The purified MXRA8 proteins were analyzed with an analytical gel-filtration assay with a calibrated Superdex� 75 10/300 GL column

(GE Healthcare). The samples were further analyzed with SDS-PAGE.

Analytical ultracentrifugation experiments were performed in a Beckman Optima XL-I, using an AN-50 Ti rotor with two-

channel charcoal-filled centerpieces at 4�C or 20�C. The proteins were prepared in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl and

150mMNaCl, pH 8.0 at a concentration of A280 = 0.8. Absorbance datawere acquired at awavelength of 280 or 230 nm, respectively.

The molecular mass analysis was performed with the XL-I data analysis software.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Binding studies
KDvalues for SPRexperimentswere obtainedwith BIAcore T100 Evaluation software, version 2.0.1 (GEHealthcare), using a 1:1 bind-

ing model. The values shown are the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments.

Flow cytometry analysis
All of the experiments were performed three times; one representative of each experiment is shown in Figure 5. For the CHIKV-E pro-

tein staining or CHIKV infection assays, experiments were performed five or six times, and the data are reported as mean ± SD. Rela-

tive binding or infection was normalized to wild-type MXRA8, and we considered differences statistically significance when P values

were < 0.05 according to multiple t tests with a Holm–Sidak correction in GraphPad Prism 6.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession numbers for the atomic coordinates and diffraction data reported in this paper are PDB: 6JO7 (crystal structure of

mMXRA8) and PDB: 6JO8 (crystal structure of hMXRA8/CHIKV E complex).

The accession number for the cryo-EM density maps reported in this paper are EM Data Bank: EMD-9857 (hMXRA8/CHIKV VLP

complex).
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Biophysical Characterization of the mMXRA8, hMXRA8, and CHIKV E Proteins, Related to Figure 1

Analytical gel filtration of mMXRA8 (A) and hMXRA8 (B) proteins with Superdex� 75 10/300 GL. The 280-nm absorbance curve and the SDS-PAGE migration

profile of the pooled sample are shown. Predicted monomeric molecules are seen. Ultracentrifugation sedimentation profiles of mMXRA8 (C) and hMXRA8 (D).

The calculated molecular weight of the indicated protein species is shown, monomer. Analytical gel filtration of predicted D1 domain (G25-G159, hMXRA8-pD1)

(E) and D2 domain (P160-A292, hMXRA8-pD2) (F) refolding efficiency with HiLoad� 16/600 Superdex� 75 pg, indicating no refolding for pD1 and inefficient

refolding for pD2, implying the special folds. The 280-nm absorbance curve and the SDS-PAGE migration profile of the pooled sample are shown. (G) Analytical

gel filtration profile of CHIKV E proteins with HiLoad� 16/600 Superdex� 200 pg. The 280-nm absorbance curve and the SDS-PAGE migration profile of the

pooled sample are shown. Both the monomeric and trimeric E molecules are seen in solution.



Figure S2. The Cryo-EM Complex Structure of CHIKV VLP Bound to hMXRA8 Supports the Binding Mode Observed in Our Crystal Complex

Structure, Related to Figure 2

(A) The gold standard Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curve of the final density map of the cryo-EM complex structure, (B) Resolution distribution in the cryo-EM

map according to the scale provided at the right side. (C) The asymmetric unit in the cryo-EM structure shown in side view (left) and top view (right) using ribbon

representation. CHIKV E1 and E2 including their transmembrane regions (TM) are shown in cyan and green respectively, CHIKV capsid in orange, and hMXRA8 in

magenta. The Cryo-EMmap is represented as a gray transparent surface. (D) Crystal packing of hMXRA8 andCHIKV E complex. E1 is shown in cyan, E2 in green,

and hMXRA8 in magenta. The proteins in one asymmetric unit are shown in surface representation and the other molecules are shown as cartoon. The three

hMXRA8 molecules (labeled I, II, III) in one asymmetric unit interact with neighboring molecules in distinct ways. (E) The molecules interacting with the three

hMXRA8 are highlighted, and further binding details of hMXRA8 I (F), II (G), III (H) with corresponding neighboring molecules are shown respectively. The in-

teractions of hMXRA8 with other molecules in the neighboring asymmetric units by crystal packing are much weaker compared to the hMXRA8 binding to the

E complex, and will not influence the orientation of the MXRA8 domains.



Figure S3. Stereo View of the Representative Final Electron Density Map for Structures, Related to Figures 1 and 2

(A) The final 2Fo-Fc density map of mMXRA8 is drawn in blue mesh contoured at 1 sigma. (B) The final 2Fo-Fc density map of the complex structure of CHIKV

E3-E2-E1 glycoprotein bound to hMXRA8 is drawn in light blue mesh contoured at 1 sigma. This picture indicates the quality of the data at the interface between

hMXRA8 and CHIKV E1 fusion loop.



Figure S4. Structural Comparison of mMXRA8 and hMXRA8, Related to Figure 2

The interdomain angle of D1-D2 in mMXRA8 and hMXRA8 shows a 15� shift (A), although each domain maintained similar folds, with RMSD at 0.538 (B), D2) and

1.054 (C), D1). (D) Secondary structures and sequence alignment of mMXRA8 and hMXRA8 proteins. Sequence alignment was produced by ESPript (Robert and

Gouet, 2014).



Figure S5. Sequence Alignment of E1 and E2 Proteins from Eight Representative Alphaviruses, Related to Figure 3

The red rectangles indicate amino acids fromE1 that contributemajor binding toMXRA8while blue rectangles indicate amino acids from E1’ that contributeminor

binding toMXRA8. The red triangles indicate amino acids from E2 that contributedmajor binding toMXRA8while blue triangles indicate amino acids from E20 that
contribute minor binding to MXRA8. GenBank Accession codes: CHIKV strain 05-115, CAJ90470; ONNV strain SG650, AF079456; RRV, strain T48, AAA47404;

MAYV, AAL79764; BFV strain BH2193, AAB40702; SINV, NP_062890; VEEV strain TC-83, CAA27883.



Figure S6. Sequence Alignment of E1 and E2 Proteins from Representative CHIKV Strains, Related to Figure 3

The red rectangles indicate amino acids fromE1 that contributemajor binding toMXRA8while blue rectangles indicate amino acids from E1’ that contributeminor

binding toMXRA8. The red triangles indicate amino acids from E2 that contributedmajor binding toMXRA8while blue triangles indicate amino acids from E20 that
contribute minor binding to MXRA8. GenBank Accession codes: CHIKV strain 05-115, CAJ90470; strain 119067, APA34057; strain 181-25, AAA53256; LR2006,

DQ443544; strain AF15561, ABO38821; strain 37997, AAU43881.



Figure S7. Biophysical Characterization of the hMXRA8 Mutant Proteins, Related to Figure 5

Analytical gel filtration of different hMXRA8mutant proteins with Superdex� 75 10/300 GL. The 280-nm absorbance curve and the SDS-PAGEmigration profile of

the pooled sample are shown.
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